Estimation of adjusted expected excess length-of-stay associated with ventilation-acquired pneumonia in intensive care: A multistate approach accounting for time-dependent mechanical ventilation.
The expected excess length-of-stay is an established concept to assess the health and economic impact of nosocomial, that is, hospital-acquired infections such as ventilation-acquired pneumonia in intensive care. Estimation must account for the timing of infection as in a multistate perspective, because common retrospective comparisons yield inflated estimates due to time-dependent bias. Since occurrence of ventilation-acquired pneumonia is closely linked to ventilation status, we suggest a multistate model incorporating time-dependent mechanical ventilation as additional states. The appeal is that the expected excess length-of-stay decomposes into extra days spent under ventilation and not under ventilation. This is not only highly relevant from a patient's perspective regarding quality of life, but also from an economic point of view, because ventilation is a major cost driver. The challenge is that estimation involves complex functionals of the matrix of transition probabilities, which in turn are based on the transition hazards. To address heterogeneity between patients, which is a common phenomenon in observational hospital epidemiology, we apply pseudovalue regression to adjust the ventilation-specific quantities for baseline confounding. The performance of our proposal is assessed by simulation and the methods are illustrated on data provided by 12 French intensive care units. Preliminary results indicate that the expected excess length-of-stay associated with ventilation-acquired pneumonia is mainly triggered by extra days spent under mechanical ventilation, and that the excess is most pronounced for intensive care patients with fewer comorbidities at baseline. We also find that such a decomposition is challenging for early times. Example code is provided.